
Our Scripted Identities 
1560 
My mind feels lighter than it has ever felt before, and with each closing of the metallic bladed 
scissors in my palm, I sense the endless chains of anxious thought being neatly cleaved in half. 
Clumps of hair fall seamlessly onto the floor, and I watch the strands drift through the afternoon air. 
There is no grief or immense loss at the sight, no sadness, only trepidation and a growing notion of 
desperation - perhaps it is an indication of a cold heart. Or even a broken one. 

Enter Mother stage left. 

Cue horrified gasp followed by enraged reprimanding: 

“What on earth have you done?!” 

“You blockish child!” 

I cut another clump. 

Now that my father has passed I am the sole person who can continue his legacy, and I intend to do 
just that. 

I refuse to be chained to this destiny I was given. 

 

1561 
I observe the locks of hair fall at my feet. My disguise thus far is working wonderfully - no one 
suspects I’m a twelve-year-old girl at all! For once society’s fractured norms work in my favour. 

I’m surrounded by the sonorous cavern of the theatre, where my father executed his passion, and 
where I will execute mine. 

Despite this, even while basking in the summer sun, one must never forget the shadows that linger 
behind them. It is to my great misfortune that I have met such a shadow, one in the shape of a boy. 

He garners me “debile” and “unmake” of any decent acting career. But I see that his anger is simply 
the fruit of his jealousy, and he harvests it in an attempt to satisfy an aching inferiority. 

The antagonist has been cast, but my journey continues. 

I will make my father proud. 

 

1562 
I observe the locks of hair fall at my feet, and the face that greets me in the mirror reminds me too 
much of my mother. Tears of frustration gather. The more I attempt to separate myself from her, 
the greater her presence in my life seems. How ironic. How pathetic. 



We were never close, mother and I. Now more than ever our differences shine like an iron wall 
wedged between us. A rift that cannot be so easily healed by naive components such as time, in fact, 
I doubt any salvation is possible at this point, so why bother with the perpetual. 

This morning I experienced my first ‘close call’ - an instant that filled me with more excitement and 
terror than anything I have felt before. I suppose this is what they mean by truly living. 

It’s that troublesome boy; he who seems intent on my demise. If I hadn’t heard his rapid approach, 
my chest bindings could have been spotted. At least I inherited her uncanny hearing. 

 

1563 
I observe the locks of hair fall at my feet and recall the words she had whispered through her tears. 

“I see him in your temper, and I see him in your affection. But most of all, I see him in your smile.” 

We had held each other like never before. My mother. Her hands. Holding me tight. I can’t recall 
how it came to this, nor can I recall when I too began to weep. Years of pent-up emotion finally 
being released, as we grieved properly for the very first time. 

My secret has also been discovered. The boy caught me as I was getting dressed, and there was 
nothing I could do but hang my head in shame, however, he remained silent, quickly running away 
(I’ve never seen a man blush so). 

Maybe Lady Luck still carries me within her graces.  

 

 

1564 
I observe the locks of hair fall at my feet, his fingers gently combing through my scalp as he watches 
me with fond eyes. My heart quickens at the sight. 

Love is a fascinating thing; it is a flower of blooming passion, it’s essence attracting both young and 
old to taste its bitter nectar. But it is when this love must be hidden that these endearing moments 
become all the more precious. 

The next performance has been announced and I recognise the script to be my father’s very last 
piece, each word carved into the paper a sudden reminder of what I had lost all those years ago. I 
suppose the aching of a heart will never truly end, only fade with each coming year, until the 
memory is buried deep in our minds. 

I plan to audition for the main role and follow fate into my father’s embrace. 

 

1565 
I observe the locks of hair fall at my feet, a single candle illuminating my movements, flickering 
flames dancing in the dimming light of the setting sun. 



My father’s spirit echoes within everything around me: the walls, the curtains, the stage. He’s here 
to guide me through my performance, through my story, the very one he wrote himself. 

I think of my mother, and for once there is no pain or anger piercing through my heart at the 
thought of seeing her tonight, tomorrow, or the days that come after. I think of him and his tender 
arms and teasing nature. I think of our future. I think of happiness. 

Wait. A noise. Drifting from behind me and gathering in momentum. Footsteps. Large ones. 
Pounding against the worn, floorboards like the beating drums of an executioner’s chant. 

My chest tightens and I’m finding it difficult to breathe. The surface of my palms have become lakes 
of apprehension. I haven’t tied my bindings yet. If anyone were to walk in at this moment they’d 
know I was a- 

 

 

1566 
I observe the locks of hair fall at her feet, black leather tightly gripping that dainty head of chestnut 
curls, the man whom the gloved hand belonged to having no mercy or sympathy for the creature 
that sat before him. 

Malice. Cruelty. It clouded and clogged the atmosphere like a foul stench that had embedded itself 
into the cotton of ones shirt or trousers; lingering, always within reach of the senses. It dripped like 
venom from the sky and into the murky lake, turning the water a mysterious shade of crimson. 

She made no effort to struggle or plead her innocence. Instead, I gathered a feeling of contempt 
sitting patiently behind the blindfold. 

The chair, like a throne, was lifted into the air. Held. One, two, three seconds. Submerged. Held. 
One, two… five, six… fifteen, sixteen, seventeen seconds. Lifted. The hidden feeling of contempt was 
gone, and with it, her spirit. 

In her kiss I had tasted the revolution. In her eyes I had seen my eternity. 

 


